
Price adjustments coming on May 15, 2024

LES FINES LAMES want to deeply thank all the retailers and clients 
that supports the innovative and premium products created by the 
French company, since the adventure started in 2016.

Without them, the story of LES FINES LAMES wouldn't have 
progressed so rapidly. By believing and contributing to its distribution, the 
brand has transformed into a world leader in the premium cigar accessories 
market. 

In order to maintain the best value for money for the end consumer, and to 
keep offering an attractive sales coefficient for our retailers, we kept our 
prices the same since LE PETIT cigar knife release in 2019, i.e. 4 years 
without any increase. 

However, a lot has changed since 2019. 

Covid-19, rapid transformation of the global supply chain, rising raw 
materials prices, highly volatile transport costs, geo-strategic instabilities in 
Europe and the Middle East, and our suppliers have increased their prices 
by an average of more than 16.3% over the period 2020-2024.

For these reasons and in order to maintain Les Fines Lames Made in 
France high standards, the enterprise need to fairly adjust the prices of half 
of its catalog. 



In detail, the adjustments are as follows:

- LE PETIT cigar knife: between +3 and +7%. 
- CONCRETE ASHTRAY : +6%. 
- CIGAR STAND : +13%. 

- PUNCH BRACELET : No increase. 
- LE TAG T135 : No increase. 
- LE TAG T100 : No increase. 

These new prices will take effect on May 15, 2024. 
All orders placed and confirmed before this date will be subject to the 2023 
pricelist.  

LES FINES LAMES in brief
Elected Best cigar accessory of 2022, the innovative French brand that 
reinvented cigar knife design in 2015, LES FINES LAMES creates iconic and 



unique cigar accessories, such as LE PETIT cigar knife, the PUNCH 
BRACELET or LE TAG.

The French company proposes a very unique range of made in France cigar 
accessories, sold all over the world: more than 90% of its turnover is made 
abroad. 
With a strong presence on social networks, LES FINES LAMES built over 
the years a loyal 65K followers community, met during international cigar 
events, and developed numerous collaborations with leading and prestigious 
brands.


